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Option for "neo" winglets LS1-c & LS1-d 

 
In the course of the last months we have been increasingly asked whether the new neo winglets will 

also be available for the LS1c and d. 

Based on the very good results of the new winglets on the LS1-f as well as on other LS types, we can 

assume an improvement of the flight characteristics for the LS1-c and LS1-d as well. 

In order to secure the financial expenditure for construction and tooling, we would like to offer the 

winglets initially in the form of an option for LS1-c and -d customers. As soon as 10 options are 

available, we will start development and construction. 

 

The target price for the LS1-c and -d "neo" winglets kit is approximately € 3,000.00 net.  

 

 

Option terms 

After receipt of the option fee you will be entered into an option list. According to this list, customers 

will then be supplied with the kits for the winglets. This option obliges the customer to purchase the 

winglet kit. The customer has the option to withdraw from the purchase if: 

 

1. the target price of € 3,000.00 net for the kit is exceeded. 

2. the serial production of the kit has not started within 18 months after receipt of the option. 

 

 

I hereby subscribe to an option for a kit of neo winglets for the LS1-c & -d.  

 

 

Name:____________________________________    E-Mail:__________________________________ 

 

Adresse:__________________________________    Telefon:________________________________ 

 

Registration number:__________________ Serial number:________________ Variant (-c or -d?)______________ 

 

I will transfer the option fee of 250,00 € within the next 10 days to the following account: 

 Sparkasse Bielefeld 

 IBAN: DE45 4805 0161 0000 1700 01 

 SWIFT-BIC: SPBIDE3BXXX 

 

 

 

 

Date: ______________ Signature: _________________________________ 

 

 

If you have any questions/suggestions about the neo Winglet or the current status of the project, 

please contact Sebastian Tschorn via tschorn@dg-aviation.de or by phone 0049-(0)7251/30 20 - 146. 
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